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Chapter 1
Fundamentals of E-Recursion
1.1 Preliminaries
1.1.1 The Normann Schemes
The E-recursive functions are generated by schemas as for the rudimentary
functions:
* {e}(xi.., xn) = x, if e = (1, n, i).
{e}(xl, .. x) = xi- xj if e = (2. n, i,j).
* {e}(x 1, ..xn) = {xi, xj} if e = (3. n, i,j).
* {e}(xI, ..-Xn) -U { {C}(y, x 2,-.., xn y X1 } if e = (4, n, c).
* {e}(xl,..x) _ {c}({d}(x,..x,),..., {dn}(xl,..x.))
if e = (5, n,m,c, d,..,dm).
together with a diagonalization scheme
* {e}(c,xl,..xn, yi,..,ym) _ {c}(x1.., ,) if e = (6, n,m).
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as developed by [7]. The Normann schemes for E-recursion extend IKleene [5]
schemes to objects of arbitrary type.
A partial function from V to V is called partial E-recursive if there exists
an e such that f(x) _ {e}(x) for all x E V.
1.1.2 E-Closed Structures
A transitive set M is E-closed if for every partial E-recursive function f
E M and f(Y) L==* f(5) E M.
The E-closure of x is the least E-closed structure M such that x E M. For
example E(O) = HF and E(w) = L(w C).
1.1.3 The Universal Computation Tree
The n + 1-tuple of the form (e, ) is a computation instruction that computes
{e}(xF). We say that b is an immediate subcomputation instruction of a, and
write b <u a, if b is used as a subcomputation in computing a. If c < b <u a,
then c is a subcomputation instruction of a.
Associated with (e,. F) is a tree-like object T(e, x). This consists of (e, x)
and the part of <v below (e,. x), and is called the computation tree of {e}(x).
Claim 1: {e}(x) if and only if T(e,x) is wellfounded. In this case T(e,x)
can be uniformly computed from e and x.
Proof: See [8].
The height of T(e.x) , denoted as T(e,rx)l, is defined to be o if T(e,,) is
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not well founded. If T(e, x) is well founded, then
IT(e,x)I = U{ T(c, y) + 1 (c, y) <u (e,x) .
IT(e,x)l = I{e}(x)I is called the length of computation of (e, x).
Claim 2: If {e}(x) 1., IT(e, x)l can be computed uniformly from e and x.
Claim 3: The predicates j{e}(x)l < and I{e}(x)l = y are E-recursive.
Proofs can be found in [8].
1.1.4 The Constructible Hierarchy
We consider L(6, X) as an E-recursive function of two variables. See [8] for
more details. A key lemma used throughout this work is as follows:
Lemma 1: If {e}(x) and I{e}(x) > w, then T(e,x) and {e}(x) are first
order definable over L(l{e}(x)l + 1, TC({x})).
1.1.5 E-Reducibility
Definition 1: y <E - if and only if y = {e}() for some index e.
For example, it can be shown that if x, y C w then y is hyperarithmetic in
x if and only if y <E X.
We define
* K, = U 7 I Y <E X.
· K ={7- I 3a E TC({x})x <Ec }.
It is easy to see that E(x) = L(sx,T(C({x)).
We say A is ,r.e. in x if and only if A = y {e}(x,y) }.
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1.2 Effective Transfinite Recursion
Theorem 1: ( Fixed Point Theorem) [4] If f be a total recursive function on
the natural numbers, then there exists an {e} such that {f(e)} =- {e}.
Theorem 2: Effective Transfinite Recursion (ETR)
Let - be a well ordering (not necessarily recursive) of some set X. Let
I: w -, w be a total recursive function. Suppose for all e < w and x in X
that
Vy -< x {e}(y) =J {I(e)}(z) .
If c is such that {cl} - {I(c)} (as guaranteed by Kleene) then Vx E X {c}(x) 1.
Proof: Suppose x is the smallest element in X such that {cl(x) is not defined.
Then {cl(y) is defined for all y < x, so by assumption {I(c)}(x) - {c}(x) is
defined. Contradiction.
1.3 Selection Theorems
Selection Theorems in recursion theory allow us to pick out elements of an
r.e. set uniformly recursively in an index for the r.e. set and another param-
eter. The techniques used to prove Gandy selection are used throughout E-
recursion. We will therefore provide the main ideas of the proof in this section.
Theorem 3: [2] There exists a partial E-recursive function 7r(e, x) such that
for all e E w and all x
1. 3n n E [{e}(n,x) ] = 7r (e,x) 
2. r(e,x) 1 = {e}(r(e,x),.x) 1.
S
Gandy selection selects an element from an E-r.e. set uniformly in an index
for that r.e. set and another parameter.
There are two claims needed in the proof.
Claim 4: Suppose {d}(x) or {e}(y) , then min {d}(x), {e}(y)l <E x,y
uniformly.
Claim 5: The predicates i{e}(x)l < y and I{e}(x)l = y are E-recursive.
For proofs see [8]
Proof: (Gandy) Define by Effective Transfinite Recursion,
{I(r)}(e,k) = {r}(e, k + 1) + 1 if {r}(e,k + 1) I
and
I{ -}(e, k + )1 < I{e}(k)l
or
{I(r)}(e, k) = 0 if {e}(k) .
and
I{e}(k)l < I{r}(e,k + 1)1
By Kleene's fixed point theolrem for all e and k,
{c}(, ') = {I(c)}(e,k)
Now,
Vk[{e}(k) {c}(e,k) ]
and
V.:[{c}(A' + 1) ===> {c}(e, k) ]
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Hence,
Vk[{e}(k) J== {c}(e,O) ]
So,
{c}(e,O) 1,==> 3k[l{e}(k)l < I {c(e,Ik+ 1)]
Hence it is enough to show
3k[{e}(k) ,1] == {e}({c}(e,O )) 1
which we may do by a backwards recursion.
The Normann selection theorem [7] was developed as a result of his work
on Post's Problem for E(2"). It is used here in the generalization of forcing
arguments in E(K) where is a regular cardinal. First, some definitions.
Definition 2: P satisfies the p chain condition in L(K) if every antichain in
L() has cardinality less than p.
Definition 3: Let y be a cardinal in the sense of L(tc). L(K) is said to obey
less than y selection if there exists a partial E-recursive (in and some other
parameter) function f such that for all e E w, 6 E and p E L(tc)
3x < [{e}(p, x) ] = [f(e,6, p) and {e}(p, f(e, , p))] 1
Hence, Normann selection implies that E(y) obeys less than y selection when-
ever -y is a regular cardinal ill the sense of L.
Theorem 4: [7] Let x be an unbounded subset of p, where p is a regular
cardinal in the sense of E(x). If b < p and C C is nonempty and E-r.e. in
x, then some element of C is E-recursive in , x uniformly.
10
1.4 Reflection
Definition 4: Let X = TC{x}. 6 is x-reflecting iff for all El(x) sentences
r(zx).
L(, X) r (x) - L (cO, X) 7 (),
and 6 > c,.
Remark: If
0(o, X) (x),
where r is a E1(x) sentence. then
V6 > s L(6, X) (x).
In fact, 6 is x-reflecting iff the 2l(x) sentences false in L(nS,X) are all still
false in L(6, X).
Claim 6: There exists a largest x-reflecting ordinal, o,, and r < xe,.
Proof: Let r(x, M) be the formula "x E MH and M transitive and M is E-
closed." Then, by Proposition X.3.1 of [8] the sentence "3M r(x, M)" can be
written as a sentence which is ŽEt(x). This sentence must be false in L(S, X)
for all 6 < ht9, as L( ',.V ) is the least E-closed transitive set with x as a
member. But
L(t,,.N) E L(x + 1, X)
and so
L( x + 1.XN) 3 r(x, M).
Hence K:x + 1 is not x-reflecting, so Kh exists and - < KT.r ~r -
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Claim 7: 6 = ec", "6 < , and " > tcx" are E-recursive assertions about
6 in parameter x.
Proof: Let r(x) be E1 such that
L(tOi,X) -r(x),
L(,4 + 1, X) 7r(x).
E1 truth is upwards absolute so
6 > rx
6 < EAr
6 = 
[13] has shown this cannot be done uniformly in x.
Claim 8: The relation icfY < sc is co-re.
Proof: Using the fact (from [8]) that
Kr"y < . ' " < 'yx
it remains to be proved that the relation
.X < XYtr <K0
is E-r.e. Now
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L (K, X) ~ r (),
- (6 b K) A ( 1 > K).
r;x < SI X'Y 4== 3 <E , Kj < 6,
where the relation ic' < 6 is E-recursive. By Gandy selection we may find an
index {e} such that
1. I < Y = {e}(x,y) 
2. If {e}(x, y) then {e}(x, y) = 6 with Ad < 6.
1.5 Admissibility Implies E-Closure
We work with the following abbreviated version of the E-schemas.
It should be clear how to extend the result to all E-schemas.
{2'3'})() { {n}(y) I y E {m}(x) ),
{5}(x) -
{7}(x, )- {x}(ff).
First we show that E-computation is E1 in V, in the following sense.
Theorem 5: {f}(-) = y in oa steps iff there is G satisfying the following list
of A0 conditions.
* G(f, ) = (y, a).
* G is a function, with domain a
Vx On.
* dom(G) consists of pairs (e, .f),
or 5 or 7.
subset of w x V and range a subset of
where e is an integer of the form 2m3n
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* Let (e,m) E dom(G). Then
- If e = 5, then lh(Z) = 1, say = x, and G(e, x) = (x, 0).
- If e = 7 and ' = (x,y") then (x, y3 E dom(G) and G(7,(x,y)) =
(v, + 1) where G(x, y-) = (v, a).
- If e = 2m3n then (m, i) E dom(G), for every y E G(m, x) we have
(n, y) E dom(G), and G(e,x ) = (v, ) where
v = { G(n,y)o y E G(m, )o }
and a = sup { G(n. y)l + 1 Iy E G(m, )o } U (G(m, )o + 1).
Proof: Easy, by induction on the length of computation a. Note that any
two functions satisfying the above clauses agree on their common domain.
Theorem 6: Let M be admissible, let x E M, let {e}(x) converge to y in
a steps. Then there is G E Ml satisfying the A0 clauses given above, so by
uniqueness (y, a) = G(e, .r) E M and we have shown M is E-closed.
Proof: Again, by induction on the length a. NB this is external induction
on a tree which is well-tondlcled in V. namely T(,,,). The only interesting case
is when e = 2m3 ' here wc use Ao-replacement to glue functions together.
1.6 Kechris Basis Theorem
Theorem 7: [8] Let y <E x and let A be E-r.e in x. Suppose that y - A # 0
then 3b E y - A such that b < xr.
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Proof: We use two facts proved in [8].
', b < ; At Koxb < rx
2. "'r < K',b"7 is E-r.e. in x, b.
By fact 1, it is sufficient to find a b E y - A such that cb < c'. For a
contradiction, suppose there is no such b with this property.
Hence
y AU{ bl ,c < K 'b }
By fact 2, for all b E y either b E A or
36 5 <E x, b and 6 is not x-reflecting.
Gandy selection implies that
b 1 35 6 •E x, b and 6 is not x-reflecting }
is r.e. in x.
Thus, y is contained in the union of these two E-r.e. in x sets. Therefore,
for each b E y, there is a b •E x, b such that EITHER
1. b is the length of a computation that puts b E A OR
2. (Sb is not x-reflecting.
By Gandy Selection, Sb can be construed as a partial E-recursive function
of x, b defined for all b E y. Let
= U({ b I b y },
then the bounding with union scheme results in
/3 E X,
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so that
If condition 2 holds then
bb > r > 3.
Hence condition 2 never holds, and y C A. Contradiction.
1.7 Moschovakis Witnesses
Definition 5: Suppose that {e}(x) T. A Moschovakis witness is an infinite
descending chain through >u, the universal computation tree below (e, x). To
be more precise, a Moschovakis witness to the divergence of {e}(x) is a function
An t(n) such that t(O) = (e, x) and t(n - 1) is an immediate subcomputation
of t(n) for each n.
We first start with a claim needed to prove the main result in this section.
Claim 9: Assume some well ordering of TC(x) is E-recursive in x. Suppose
that (c, y) is an immediate subcomputation instruction of (e, x). Then some
well ordering of TC(y) is E-recursive in x and y. Furthermore, if {c}(y) i,
then some well ordering of {c}(y) is E-recursive in x and y.
The following is a key result central to the development of E-recursion
theory, and was shown by Harrington.
Theorem 8: [3] Let < be a well ordering of the transitive closure of {x} which
is E-recursive in x. If {e}(x.) T, then there exists a Moschovakis witness first
order definable over Ls;, TC } ).
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Proof: Let (eo, xo) = e, x.
Fix i. The Moschovakis witness is built by recursion on i E w.
Suppose we have found (ei, xi) such that
1. {ei}(xi) T.
2. xi E L(K, tc{x}).
3. cZ > Ko,'
We use scheme T and let ei = 2m 3 n,.
Clause clearly implies that
> xO..,Xl > 0 ',.., > o
From a previous result we know that if
{e}(x) 1 and I{eJ(x)l > w
then
{e}(x) E L(I{e)(x)I + 1,TC{x}).
Hence, anything E-recursive in xi is in L(Kc, TC({x})). So one can look down
from height cf to see whether or not {mi}(xi) converges or diverges. There
are now 2 cases:
1. {mil(xi) .
2. {mi)(xi) 
If case 2 occurs, let
(1Zi.T) = (ei+l,Xi+l).
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Otherwise, by our previous claim, there is a wellordering <i of {mi}(xi) E-
recursive in xi. <i can be computed uniformly by Gandy selection. Define
ei+l = n,
xi+1 =5i least u where u E {mi(xi) andl{ni}(u)l > pr.
Since {mij(xi) E L(tcx,TC(x)) and xi+ E {mi}(xi), {xi+l} is first order
definable over L(tf, TC({x}).
By the Kechris Basis theorem, we know that there is a y E {mi}(x) such
that {n}(y) and r.Tox, > , Ko.x,, Y. Let z be the <i-least element such that
this property holds.
It is sufficient to show that z = xi+l. Clearly zi+l <E z since if {n}(z) 
then I{ni}(z) > . Suppose for a contradiction that zi+l <, z. For each
a < z either
1. ni}(a)
2. K ,* < rxo,..x,,a
If the second condition holds, then
.-o,, < so, ..x,,a,hr < r 1,0
so that
KXO'.X < {e(xo, ..xi, a)
for some e. By Gandy selection, there exists a partial E-recursive function f
such that Va <, z
72,{ }(a)I = f(xo,..i, a)
or
'" l " < f(xo, ..x, a).
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Let
= U f(oxo , a).
a<,z
By the bounding with union scheme.,
7 <E Xo,...xi, .
As in the Kechris Basis Theorem, this shows that the first case always holds,
in particular {ni}(xi,+) . But now
I{ni}(,i+I,) > K > 0 . > ?.+i, > > I{n }( ,.+l),
which is absurd.
So xi+l = z, and we are done since z has the required properties.
1.8 Admissibility- Divergence Split
The class of E-closed structures can be split into two disjoint classes; those
that admit Moschovakis witnesses and those that are El-admissible.
Proofs of the following can be found in [8]
Theorem 9: Let x be a set of ordinals. The following are equivalent:
1. E(x) is not E1 admissible.
2. ty E E(x) for all y E E(x).
3. E(x) admits Moschovakis witnesses.
Theorem 10: Let x be a set of ordinals. The following are equivalent:
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1. E(x) is E1 admissible.
2. For all A C E(x) A is E1 definable over E(x) if and only if A is r.e. on
E(x).
1.9 Facts About E-Closed Structures
To end this chapter, we described some results about E(wl), to give the reader
a feel for the some of the properties of an E-closed structure before we pursue
generalizations.
Claim 10:
E(w1 ) = { {e}(al,...n, wl) 1 ' < WI, {e}(,wl) l }
Proof: There is an E-recursive bijection G between finite tuples of w1 and
w1 [Goedel's pairing function for ordinals gives a recursive bijection between
w1 x wl and w1; now code up finite tuples. So actually,
E(w,) = { {e}(6,wl) e < w and < w1 }
i.e. E E(wl) iff 36 < ,w sch that x is E-recursive in 6 and wl.
A note on parameters: ,1 is often used as a parameter especially in [8],
although this is not always nmade explicit. In this treatment, we will try to
make it so.
Claim 11: If y < 6 < w1 , then -y is E-recursive in 6 and w1.
Proof: 3 f E L such that f is a bijection between w and 6. By condensation,
3 f E L(wl) such that f is a bijection between w and . Now L(w1) is E-
recursive in wl as is the standard well ordering of wl. The statement "f is a
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bijection between w and 6" is an E-recursive assertion about f in parameter
6.
So the < - least f such that f is a bijection between w and 6 is E-recursive
in 6 and wl.
1 If f, is that function, then -y = f(n) for 'some n, so y is E-recursive in f and
n, so is E-recursive in 6 and wl.
We assume that V = L in the following claim.
Claim 12: E(wl) is closed under the formation of w sequences of its elements.
Proof: Let x be such a sequence. Then x(n) can be written as {e,}(wl, o,).
By condensation if we define a sequence y by y(n) = (en, ()n) then y E L(wl).
So y and wl e both in E(wl), which can use them to reconstruct x.
Corollary 1: E(wl) has Moschovakis Witnesses, hence is not El1 Admissible.
Proof: A Moschovakis witness is just an w-sequence from E(wl).
The same proof works for E(X) as long as c
As Slaman [13] remarks, absoluteness gives
not admissible.
Claim 13: Selection holds over 7 relative to an
of E(y).
has uncountable cofinality.
that V agrees that E(wL') is
ordinal x iff c' ' is the height
'If R wellorders X and A is an E-recursive predicate in parameter y s.t. 3 x E X A(x),
then the R-least x in X s.t. A(x) is E-recursive in R,X,y
21
Proof:
The above applies to any ordinal 7 which is a cardinal in it's E-closure. One
direction is a reworking of what [8], p 243 ("For a dynamic view of r,") says
about reflection versus selection on E(w1). We may take it that the parameter
z is an ordinal less than y.
Assume Ixc" = K-Y. As in [8], p 247, if e(x, ) 1 for some 6 < then a
computation which shows that for some o < y we have e(x, o) is in L(f)
for some 3 <E x, y. Now we can easily find the least 60 for which there is
such a computation in L(S), and by Gandy Selection we can take it that is
computed by uniform means from y, x, so we can select uniformly in , x.
As for the other direction, the idea is this: if tK' < k; then E(y) has
a straightforward procedure for determining whether an ordinal is equal to
Kfr. Namely this; there is a formula F with parameters x, which first
becomes true at level cft"' + 1, so given x and y and a 6 which we wish to check
we just ask if L(6) 1= -' and L(S + 1) - X, which can only happen for 6 = x;'~.
(See for example, [8], exercise 4.12.) So now it makes sense to talk about
computing an index for tr". The predicate "{g}(y, v) converges to cs'"" is
an r.e. one, and we cannot select a v which satisfies it E-recursively in , x.
Because if we could we'd have t" _ <E 7, <E 7, which cannot happen.
Claim 14: If E(w L) satisfied selection over wL, then the r.e. predicates would
be closed under existential quantification over all of E(wL).
Proof:
Just like corollary 4.4. on p. 247 of [8]
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Claim 15: Any function which is El over E(wL) would also be E-recursive
in whatever parameters were needed to do the selection.
Proof: Let F be E, given by (x, y) E F iff 3z 0(x, y, z) with X being Ao. We
could use selection to find a partial function X which would take x and select
(whenever possible) some (y, z) which would work, but then the first compo-
nent of this selector would give us F (by computing the unique y associated
with x).
But then the E-closure of E(wL) would imply its El-admissibility.
We can now prove that we have enough replacement; in fact it can be done
directly from selection, in a manner very similar to 4.6 on p. 247 of [8].
23
Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Forcing over
E-closed structures
2.1 Summary of Forcing over E-closed Struc-
tures
Let L(c) be E-closed. Let P E
what a condition is saying about
in L(t), where 7 = gc(K). That
L(tc) be a poset. We also have a notion of
x, a generic subset of r7, the greatest cardinal
is, we have an E-recursive way of seeing if
p IP iE x
or
p r IF x 
for p E P, r E gc(r).
This is what [8] calls "ground level forcing facts"
For example, if P is Cohen forcing then
p IF n E x if n E dom(p) and p(n) = 1.
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p I- n x 2 if n ¢ domain(p) and p(n) = 0.
The point is just so that when we have a filter G on P when can translate
it to xa C r7. That is
XG = { r p E Gp I-F E i } = - r I 3p E Gp I i -i: }
We want to set it up so that G is recoverable from x. For example, in Cohen
forcing,
G = { p ,p = 1Z, r dom(p) }
The model we are interested in is
L(i G) = L(K., x)
for generic x C 77.
We know that
L(K,C) = { {e}(a,G) I{e}(a,G)l < K }
The problem with usi ng e}(a, G) as a name is that we do not know if it
diverges or converges illn greater or equal to te many steps.
We have a notion of terms t in L(s) that describe computations from
elements of L(Kd and C. \\e dlefine by effective transfinite recursion on a < r
the forcing relation IF illduced by P. The following sets and relations are
defined simultaneously.
1. A relation p i- It = a.
2. A set T(p, t, a) of terms adecluate for naming elements of t, if p it- Itl = a.
3. Ifp I- It- = a and s E T(p. t. a), q < p then we will define a relation "q F
s E t".
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These relations are all uniformly E-recursive in P, a.
Definition 6: G is generic if and only if G meets all dense sets in L(K + 1).
Theorem 11: (Truth Lemma)
Let G be generic.
1. tGlT = 3p E Gp IF It = r.
2. If ItGI = r and p IF Itl = r and andp E G then every element of tG is
named by some s E T(p, t, T).
3. If tcGI = r,p E G,p I- ItI = r,s E T(p, t, ) then s G tG 3q q <
p (q I s E t A q E G)
Proof: see next section.
Definition 7: The Tree of Possibilities. In the same spirit as the universal
computation tree discussed in Chapter 1, we introduce the tree of possibilities.
>v is the forcing counterpart to >u. A node on >v is a triple (p, e, t) where
p is a forcing condition , e E w and t is a term of L(). We say
(p, e, t) >v (q, n, s)
if and only if
p > q and q IF*-' [(e, t) >, (n, s)]
Definition 8: P satisfies effective bounding if for P E L(tc), if
p IF' 3a Itl =
then
PI I Jtl 7y
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for some E p, t, P
Lemma 2: If >, is wellfounded below (p, e, t) and
p IF' 3o j{e}(t)l = 
then P satisfies effective bounding.
Claim 16: Let G be generic, a set of ordinals bounded in ic. Then L(, G) is
E-closed under the following conditions.
1. If L(K) is admissible, then L(, G) is E-closed [12]
2. If P is countably closed and L(K) is inadmissible, then L(Kc, G) is E-
closed. [9]
3. If P satisfies the p chain condition and L(tc) is inadmissible and satisfies
< p-selection, then L(K, G) is E-closed. [9]
Claim 17: If L() = E(wl), then L(, G) is not E-closed.
Proof: Let P = Coll(w, wl). By a density argument, there is a real t coding
a well order of wl such that t =E G. Suppose L(,G) = E(wl,G) is E-
closed. Then t E L(, ;G). As G <E t and wl < t , L(K,G) E(t) and so
L(K, G) = E(t). Contradiction. as then K would be admissible. So L(, G) is
not E-closed.
We want to generalize Sacks' forcing properties to encompass the p-cc case.
We develop a property of local proper forcing which is an effective version of
Shelah's proper forcing.
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2.2 Proof of Truth Lemma for E-Recursion
In this section, we prove the truth lemm for E-recursive functions. For the
sake of definiteness, we work with the ground model L(n) = E(wl), P =
{ f f -- 2, Idomf < w . We describe a set of terms:
1. for a E L() (to denote a).
2. G (to denote G.)
3. {e}(a, d) (to denote {e}(a, G) if that converges in less than K steps)
More complex terms will occur below, but we assume that the composition
scheme is used to reduce them to the form {e}(a, G). Via some suitable cod-
ings, we can think of terms as a A0 class of L(). We adopt an abbreviated
form of the E-schemas.
{7}(x, y) = y
{2m3m}(x) = { {n}(y) I y E {m}(x) }
We define by induction of a < t; the following sets and relations. For the
moment we work in 1/; later we look at definability over L(s).
1. p I- I{e}(a, G)I = 
2. T(p, e, a, a), a set of terms, defined if condition (1) holds.
3. q IF s E {e}(a, G) to be defined if q < p and s T(p, e, a, a).
For the moment we are adopting a minimalist approach and "{e}(a, G)I = "
and "s E {e}(a, G)" are the only expressions in the forcing language and can
legitimately appear to the right of "IF".
At level 0 we define,
1. p- Ifl{e)(a, 6)l = O e = 7 for all p and a.
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2. T(p, 7, a, O) = { fi n Ew 
3. If q < p and i E T(p, 7,a,O) then q IF E {7}(a,G) if and only if
n E dom(q) and q(n)= 1.
We have already handled {7}. So for a > 0, if
(a) p IF I{e)(a,G)I = a e = 2m3n for some n,m and where the
following hold (where every set and relationship mentioned have
already been defined by induction on a.)
(b) There is some < a such that p IF {m}(a,G)I = y.
(c) Vs E T(p, m, a,y) V q p
if q II- s E {m}(a, G)
then 3r r < q 3 7- < r IF {n}(s)J = r Note that {n}(s) will have
to be rewritten using the composition scheme, but this is a detail.
(d) Vr<aVqq< p
3r r < q such that either r IF {m})(, G)I = f or
3s E T(p,m,a,) r IF s E {m}(a, G) and V w < rV < - IF
I{n}(s)l = 7
1. If p IF I{2 m 3}(a, )l = ,
define T(p, 2m 3, a,a) = { {n}(s) I s E T(m,a, p,y) }
2. Finally let q < p, let {n}(s) E T(p, 23n, a,o), so {n}(s) E T(p,m,a, )
and q IF {n}(s) E {2m .3n}(a,G) 4 q s E {m}(a,G) and 3 r <
aqIF I {n}(s)I =t.
A standard proof by effective transfinite recursion shows that all of these sets
and relations are uniformly E-recursive. As L(Kc) is E-closed, everything is
E1 definable over L(Nt). This is a key remark, as it dictates the definition of
generic filter below. Before showing the truth lemma, we show
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Theorem 12: If
p Ie(, G)I =0a and q < p
then
q IF {e}(a, G)j = 
Proof: The proof is by induction carrying along hypotheses saying that (2)
and (3) behave well.
Induction hypothesis at a:
If p I IJe}(a, G)I = a then
q < P = q IF I{e}(a,G)I = r
and
T(q, e, a. a) = T(p, e, a, a)
That is,
(r < q < p and s T(p,e,a,a) and q IF s E {n}(a,(G) r IF s E {e}(a,G))
If a = 0 , then none of this is problematic.
Let a > 0 and e = 2I"'3r". Su!ipose that
1)F {e}(adG)l = a
Let r < q < p, t E T(p. e-. a. a) and q II- t e {e}(a, G). We check first that
q IF I{e}(a, G)I = a
We check (la),(lb),(lc). By (*)
3 < pl F I{m}(a,G)I = .
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By induction,
q IF I{mJ(a, G)l = 5.
(la) is clear.
(lb): Let s E T(q, m, a, y). By induction, s E T(p,m,a,-y). Let
r < q, r IF {s} e {m}(a, G).
By (*), there is
w < r and r < a w IF I{n}(s)I = r
(lc). Let r < a, r < q, then r < p, by (*), there is a
w < r, I IfIm}(a, G)l = 
or
3 s E T(p, m, a, -) = T(q, m, a, y), wIF s E m}(a, G)
This verifies that
q I1 1{2m3n}(a, G)I = &.
By induction, T(p, rnm, a, y) = T(q, m, a, y) , so
T(p, ea, y) = T(q, e, a, y).
Finally, t E T(p, 2m3', a, a) and let t - {n}(s), s E T(p, m, a, y). We are given
that
q IF {n}(s) E {2m 3n}(a, G)
which means by definition that
q IF s E {m}(d, G')
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and
3r < a q I {n}(s)I = 
By induction, as r < q and s E T(q,m,a,y) , r IF s E {m}(ai,G). Similarly,
because r < a we have,
r IF I{n}(s)l = 
So.
r IF {n}(s) E {e}(a,G)
Definition 9: G C w is generic if and only if the filter
FG = { p E P I p = dom(p) }
meets every dense subset of P first order definable with parameters over L(,x).
Note that if G generic and p E FG and E is definable and dense below p, then
E meets FG below p.
We adopt the following definitions for our abbreviated schemas for the
lengths of computations.
1{7 }(x,y)l = o
If {2m3n}(x,y) 1 then
{2m3} }(x, y)
is the supremum of I{77m}(.,.y)l and { I{n}(s)l I s E {m}(x,y) }. We now prove
the truth lemma for E-recursion.
Theorem 13: (Truth Lemma) If G is generic then F = FG
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1. 3p E F p I Ie} (a,) = a t = {e}(a, ) = a.
2. If p E F and p IF Ie}(a, G)I = , then for every element of {e}(a, G),
there is a term {f}(b, G) E T(p,e, a, a) such that {f}(b, G) I= x.
3. If p E F and p IF l{e}(a, G) = a and s = {f}(b, G) E T(p, e, a, a) then
{f}(b, G) E {e}(a, G) : 3q q < p q E F q F se {e}(a, G).
Proof: If a = 0 then all is clear.
If a > 0, suppose first that p E F and p IF 1{2m 3"}(a,G) = . By
definition,
3y < a p IF I{ln}(a, )I = 
By induction,
{m}(a, G) and I{m}(a, G)I = 7.
Let x E {m}(a, G). By induction,
x = {f}(b, G) where {f}(b,G) = s E T(p,m,a,7)
and for some q < p q E F,
q IF s E {e}(a, G).
At this point, we start to use the power of the genericity hypothesis.
Claim 18:
{ r 1 3 < r IF I {n}(s)l = }
is dense below q.
Proof: Let ro < q. ro IF s E {m.}(a, G'). The rest of the proof is clear.
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So we have r E F, r < q and r < a where
r IF J{n}(s)I = r-
By induction hypothesis, {nJ({f}(b,G)) and has length r. So far we have
that {e}(a,G) l and I{eI(a,G)I < a. To finish the proof we need to the that
the lengths of the subcomputations are unbounded in a. The definition of (c)
tells us precisely that the set of r with certain properties is dense below p. We
get r E F, r < p such that either
r IF I{rm(a, G)l = r.
This case happens if r -= y. Or more interestingly,
3s . T(p, m, a,7) r I s E {m}(a,G)
and
u < rV < r -w I- {n}(s)l = 77, r < p, < a.
So by induction, if we let s {f}(b, G) say, f }(b, G) E {m}(a, G). The above
argument showed that the computation, {n}({f}(b, G)) converges in less than
a steps. Suppose it converges in 7 steps. By induction and the fact that any
two elements of F are compatible, we can find a w < r such that
IV IF If?1(S)I = 71
By construction, r < < a. We've shown that subcomputations of {e}(a, G)
have length unbounded in a, that is, I{e}(a,G) = a. In case (2)
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Let p E F and p I 1{2m3}(,G)[ = . Let x E a}(G) then, z = {n(y)
where y E m}(a, G) We know that
p IF {m}(&, G)l =
for some < a. By induction,
y -{f}(b, G) and {f}(b,G) E T(p,m,a, ),
and {n}({f }(, G)) e T(p, 2m :3",a,oa) and works as a name for x.
In case (3) Let p E F, p IF I{2m 3n"(ia,G)l = and t {n}(s) E
T(p, 2m3n, a, a). As usual we assume that
p I I {m}(a, G') = ,s E T(p, m, a, ),s {f}(b, G).
Suppose
{nJ({f}(b,G)) E {2m3n}(a, G)
By definition, this happens only if {f}(b, G) E {m}(a, G), which by induction,
happens if
3q < pq E Fand qlF {f}(b,G) E {m}(a,G)
This shows that
3 q < q ( E Fl IF J{n}({f}(b,G))j < 
so by definition,
q F s { 2m3 }(a, G).
:35
The converse is similar.
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Chapter 3
Effective Proper Forcing
3.1 Theory of Reflection
Understanding the a, theory of E-closed structures is of major importance
in forcing arguments. The reason is that if we see a convergent computation
witnessing some fact by level tK, then we see a convergent computation wit-
nessing that fact by level ICo. Below level Ko it is often possible to use ideas
like Gandy selection to get information about definability.
The ordinals which preserve the r spectrum are known as the 77 sequence.
Let
= I K = cr 
1- { 6 | r < 1 } = { | - V - 0 }
and in general for successors
7a+i I th < Q } {6 1 C = 3 a < tI = 7r} }.
r~~ . -¢< r r ~}.
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In the case of A limit,
71x = { 6 1 K < i' for some ca < A } U 6
6<A
Note that tr < K70 <... K7n
We now have a corresponding " spectrum."
KCr,O = Kr
r1oAnd forthe general successor case + 1,
And for the general successor case cr + 1,
Kr,,+l = Kr
And in the case of A limit,
Kr,\ = U ra
cr<A
Claim 19: KV" <E ~ 7 +lI
Proof:
770 = I = Kr Cr
So, < C0o. In fact by recursiveness of" V- = Kr", we can show that 'cr <E /o.
In the general case,
77v+ = { 6 Er < K7 } = tc <I . /" .
And so,
Kr < Ko
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which directly implies
Kr7" <E 7v+l
We have not shown this uniform, because "7I = Ks" is not uniformly recursive
in .
Slaman [13] has introduced an alternative Eri spectrum.
Ao = Kr
~1 = E~r
for a successor,
A'a+ = Kr 
For v limit,
A= U Ac
¢<v
We first show that our theory and the Slaman theory are equivalent. By
definition,
Kr,O = Kr = A0
Claim 20: t,n = An for every n
Proof: By definition,
-7n-IKr,, - Kr and A, = K-
By induction, We assume Ktr,n = An. To show
- ,Krn+l = n+l,
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or equivalently,
K = K' nr r
To show
Kr,n+l < An+l ,
we know from Claim 1 that
Kr.n,n n n
opr,a .77 = 7n < o7n
h o - hKo _ Kr
Hence,
Krr·t7n < t7n
r - r
and so Kr,n = An
An < O 7nKr _ r
For the converse,we use the following fact from [8]
V A < KP 31t < p such that A, p -E L, P
In particular,
h'Kr, P -E , P
where p < p. So easily. h'" > hr and we know how Kc; behaves as a function
of p for i < p, that is
h = Kr, I < or
and
h' = Kh'770 ,o < 1( < ll .
So as K > Kr 
h: > r o70r '
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That is.
K > a7o
r -
Claim 21: Suppose we have shown that for all n r,,n = A,, then tc, = ,A,
Proof: To show KTAX > 'l,, we know that KIX"' > ,Icn for all n. So,
K7r > fraw = Aw-
By the same line of argument as in the last half of the previous proof, we know
that
K' > A,.
Also,
r r
for some < p. Icy > irc. for all n. Therefore, ¢ > in, for all n.
Ic > __ ,. That is
Kr _ '
3.2 Co-Re Substructures
Lemma 3:
Krcy < tJ(o < fr
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>! 7w.
Proof: -= is clear. To show the converse, it is sufficient to show that cY is
x-reflecting. By assumption,
L(tc,Y) (x)
By reflection,
L(xx'y ) (X)
By upwards absoluteness of El formulas,
L(tcf) = O(x)
So,
Lemma 4: Let L(, G) be E-closed, then Kc - Spectrum C /c, - Spectrum
Proof: Recall that w ;,G < and iK - Spectrum is cofinal in tc. We also
shown that c,'Y < Kc' if and only Ko' Y < Kr. Also recall the fact that for x and
y ordinals, x < xy. Suppose for a contradiction that
W< KG,wl 5+1
Letting b = 0 for simplicity we have,
< ,  C0 Wi < Kwr,O an r,1
We've shown that for y a limit ordinal and < the statement " = rcw" is
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L(tc') = O(x)
Ao definable in L(Q7). Now,
L(hAw' ) 36 6 = K1
So in fact
L(c', 1) 1= 30 6 = c0o )~r=7
SO, K" < K0G," . 3r/ E-recursive in G, wl such that Kc" < , and we can
compute cwl from 7r by searching through 7 for a 6 such that 6 = K. So cl"
is E-recursive in r7
rThus, is E-recursive in G and w. ow, < KG, But Kr = K,Thus, tw is E-recursive in G and wl. Now, rB r r
Contradiction.
Definition 10: I is a co-re substructure if and only if
1. I is closed under E.
2. Given a, b E I
[3x E b {e}(x,a) T] =. [3x E b n I {e}(, a) T].
A co-re substructure is not necessarily transitive.
3.3 Genericity in E-Closed Structures
Let E(p) = L(t) be inadmissible. Let p be regular in the sense of E(p). By
[Normann], we have < p selection in E(p). The aim is to extend the result of
[Sacks] as follows:
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Theorem 14: Let P E L(K) be a locally proper partial order and let G be
P-generic. Then L(K, G) is E-closed.
We first begin with a few preliminaries. In this section we use E(p) = L(c)
interchangeably. p is suppressed as a parameter.
Theorem 15: Let I be a successor co-re substructure. Let P be a partial
order.
The following three definitions are equivalent.
1. q is generic over I. That is, Va E I q IF al = 6 or q IF a has a Moschovakis
Witness first order definable over I[G].
2. q IF I[G] is a co-re substructure of L(ic, G) A I n ORD = I[G] n ORD.
3. q II sup I E tcG spectrum and I n ORD = I[G] n ORD.
Proof: Note: We are letting I = Io for clarity of exposition.
2 1. Let q E G. We are given a E I which is a name for some com-
putation a = {e}(b, G) for b E I. In I[G], consider the computation {e}(b, G)
where b E I[G] and G E I[G]. If {e}(b,G) 1 then {e}(b,G) E I[GlnORD.
Note that I[G] is E-closed easily. If {e}(b, G) then by hypothesis there exists
a Moschovakis Witness first order definable over I[G].
1. ==* 3. Let q E G. Then we need to show that K, = IKr. Suppose not for
a contradiction; then < ,cG. By a reflection argument as used previously,
Kr is E-recursive in wl and G. So, Kr = {e}(wl, G), where there exists a name
a E I for {e}(wi, G). Now ac = Kr, but Ktr I ORD, contradiction.
3. > 2. In the equation below, wve are replacing arbitrary elements of
I[C] with x E wl
L(h, G) = 3x < w, {e}(G, x) T
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By an application of the Kechris Basis Theorem in L(K, G),
3x Kd <W,G_ < 1-G =K r
As x preserves the r - Spectrum, x E Io
For a limit co-re substructure i\ where A is a limit ordinal, we have the fol-
lowing definition of generic:
Definition 11: q is I generic -==- V dense sets D E1 V II definable over
IA
D n I is predense below p.
Lemma 5: The property of being a co-re substructure is E-recursive.
Proof: e E w Vx E I If {e}(x) then T(e,x) is E-recursive in e and x so
T(e,x) E I. If {e)(x) T then a Moschovakis witness for {e}(x) is first order
definable over I.
Claim 22: There is an index e such that
V I{e}(I) J.= { t I C I, t is first order definable over I }
The proof of this fact is aalogous to the proof that the construction of L is an
E-recursive procedure. Tiile procedure for seeing that I is a co-re substructure
of L(K) is as follows: Civenl some I, compute the set described above. Now
compute
U F(e,.) = G(I)
E l,eEw
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where the E-recursive function F: w x I --- {0, 1} is defined by
0, if there is a Moschovakis Witness for {e}(x) T
F(e, ) = or a tree T(e, x) E I;
1, otherwise.
If we find a Moschovakis Witness then check that the co-re property holds. If
we find a tree then check that {e}(x) = z for z E I Note then that G(I) = 0
if I is a co-re substructure and 1 otherwise.
Claim 23: < 6 < p= K = ,4.
Proof: Suppose that K' 6 $ 6, then let C { p < KI,5 > K }. By
Normann selection, there is it E C such that /p is E-recursive in 6. Then,
IC,6 = 6 < r so C., , = A5. Contradiction.0 0 - r r` r.
Hence, Normann selection implies that the KE, functions are "well behaved"
on p.
We now define an increasing sequence of elements of p. In fact, we are
measuring the increase of ~t with .
Let 770 = { 6 I 5 r,- }. r7o is an initial segment of p by the above claim.
Notice that 7o < p, because for some 6 6 > Kr. Now as E(p) is inadmissible,
r < P.
We can define
= { 6 | . < K7 0 } = { 6 = K, or = } = { 6 170 = r0 }·r~~~ = 
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Similarly we can define
7 = { 6N < IC," }
a2'1
7 = U ?7,
,<A
for A limit.
We define 7/, for as long as 7/. < . Eventually we reach limit A with x = 
and we stop. The length of construction depends on the El cofinality of p.
Definition 12: Let X be a set.
E- hull(X) = { {e}(cZ) I E X, {e}(a) }.
We are now in a position to define an important class of structures.
Definition 13: Hs = E - Hull(r6s U{p}).
Notice that for A limit.
H= UHs.
6<A
The Hs are the canonical examples of co-re substructures.
Claim 24: Hs+1 is a co-re substructure.
Proof: By construction, ]Ht+l is closed under E. Assume 3 x E b {e}(x, a) T.
Let a, b E H6+l. We know a <E A, p and b <E , p where , A E ab+l. By the
definition of y+ we know that htc, h < . Also, there exists f which is an
injection from b into p. Then use the Kechris Basis Theorem to find a 7 < p
such that {e}(f-'(il). a) T and h'.'ll < h,.'.
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It is now easy to see Hx is a co-re substructure for A limit.
Also observe that A, p E 770 = •e' = /cr. To see this, we may assume
without loss of generality that A < . By the above claim, K. -- C < tKr.
We now develop the properties of Ho, a typical successor co-re substructure.
Claim 25: Ho flp = 0o.
Proof: It is clear that 70o C Ho n p. For the other direction, let a < p, where
a = {e}(r, p) for some 77 < 770. Then
Ko < iKo K K = Kr.
Therefore %c < c, SO < o.
Claim 26: U(HonORD) = r,.
Proof: First let us show that Ho n On C Kr. Let a = {e}(77,p) for some
7 E o. Then
a < K < K =K.
For the other direction, a close inspection of Harrington's theorem on
Moschovakis Witnesses shows that if {e}(p) T then there exists a Moschovakis
Witness An (e(n), A(n)) where (e(n),A(n)) E H and An (e(n),A(n)) is first
order definable over Ho. By a result in [8], this implies that HonOn is is
unbounded in Kr.
Claim 27: Ho = { xE L(,r) h = Kr }
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Proof: First we show Ho C { x E L(l,) I Kt = r . Let x E Ho, where
x = {e}(p, 6) and ntP = ,P. Now, E L({e}(p,6) + 1) and
I{e}(p, 6)! + 1 < t;`6 < KPS, = CP
So x E L(iP) and x <E p, 6. Hence
,rp <K,6 _ . PKO < 8 < Kr -Kr-
So ci' ,P < Kic and therefore c P = tP.
Definition 14: A partial order P is locally proper iff
Vp E P Va E E(p) 36 p, a E Hs+l and 3q < p (q is (Hs+l, P)-generic.)
Definition 15: q is (H6+,, P)-generic if and only if for all D dense in P
and definable by an (r.e. V co-re) formula from parameters in Hs+1 we have
D n H6+1 predense below q.
3.4 Local Properness
We will now begin the proof of the theorem stated at the beginning of the
chapter. We assume that P E Ho. We will suppress the parameter P in the
discussion below. We introduce the concepts of low and high.
Definition 16: p lF t low 3 y < K p It= y.
Definition 17: p IF' t high V q < p -q I t low.
Claim 28: p i t low = p IF Itl = y where 7 <E p, t, P.
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Proof: The relation p I Itl = y is recursive. Looking at our hypothesis
we have, p F Itl = y < c, < KPt. So L(tit) sees a convergent computation
witnessing the truth of this l(p, t) fact. By reflection, L(op' t) sees such a
computation, that is y < 6 <E p, t. Now we can search through 6 for a -y such
that p 1F Itl = y and so 7 <E p, t.
Corollary 2: "p I1 t low" is r.e. in parameter P E Ho.
Proof: The relation " < -r"
an index no such that
1. {no}(p,t,P) == P 1-
p, t, P.
is recursive. By Gandy selection we can find
Itl = - for some y where 7 < K, and y <E
2. If p 11 jtl = and 7 <E p, t,P where 7 < Ic, then {no}(p,t,P) = y.
Claim 29: "p IF* t high" is co-re in P E H0
Proof: We show the negation is r.e.
-plkF' t high 1 3q < p q IF t low.
We will show that if such a q exists, then some such q is E-recursive in p, t
and P. Let q < p and q IF It = y where7 < tr,. As in Claim 1, L(KP't)
sees a computation witnessing the El(p, t) assertion that such a q exists. So
by reflection again there exists q E L(<o ) such tlhat q < p and q IF t low.
That is, q IF Itl = y where we now know that q, < K". Now we can find
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a 6 <E p, t such that q, y < 6 and search through x 6 for a (q, y) such that
q IF Itl = y and y < tr. This shows
3 q p q F t low == 3 q < p ( q <E p, t, P and q F t low).
Now by Gandy selection we can find an index nl such that
1. {nl }(p, t, P) 1 = 3q p q F t low.
2. If 3 q < p q IF- t low then {nl }(p, t, P) = q for some such q.
Claim 30: V a,e ({e}(a,G) T or I{e}(a,G) < ) = L(x,G) is E -
closed.
Proof: For the forward direction, let xi E L(,G) then xi = {ei}(ai,G). If
{f}(x) then {f}({ei}(ai, G)... {en}(an, G)) in less than c steps. So it will
converge to an element of L(ic, G).
Conversely, suppose L(K, G) is E-closed and {e}(a, G)I > c. Now
I{e)(a, G)l <E a, G E L(c,G').
But I(e}(a,G)l E L(K,G) as L(r,G) E-closed. Contradiction.
Hence, to prove Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show
(*) a,e ({e}(a, G) T or I{e}(a,G)l < tz).
holds.
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Fix t {e}(a, G). It is enough to show the set
A = { r I r I- Itl < or r I-F t T }
is dense. Fix p. We know by definition of local properness that p, t E H,6+1
for some 6 and there is q < p where q is (H+1l, P)-generic. For simplicity let
6+1 = 0.
If there is r < p such that r It- t low, then r IF It < r and so r E A.
Otherwise, p IF t high. We will show q F- t T by building a tree and showing
that for any G P-generic and q E G, we can find a Moschovakis Witness to
the divergence of t. We want to build the tree to have top node (p, t) and for
for each node a set of daughters such that given an arbitrary node (r, u) where
u= {2m, 3n}(a, G) and to = {m}(a,G)
1. r EPnH.
2. u is a term in H.
3. r I* u high.
4. r q.
These four conditions keep the construction going.
The daughters (immediate successors) of (r, u) are a set of nodes (s, v) such
that
1. s < r.
2. s I- v is an immediate subcomputation of it.
3. The set { s 3v(s, v) is a daughter of (r, u) } is predense below q A r.
Lemma 6: Suppose we have built a tree with the properties above. Suppose
q E G. Then we can read off a Moschovakis Witrness that tG T from the tree.
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Proof: As q < p, p E G. We claim that for some daughter node (pl, ul), we
have p E G. This is true because the set of such pi is predense below p A q
and p A q E G. Now pi F ul is a subcomputation of u, where pi E G. So uG
really is a subcomputation of uG . Repeating, we can build a sequence An uG
which is a Moschovakis witness that tG T.
Define
D = { s < r s IF uo low or s IF' uo high }.
D is r.e. V co-re in parameters from H.
Lemma 7: Suppose D is dense and r.e. V co-re in parameters from H, p [ q
and q is (H, P)-generic. Then D n H is predense below p A q
Proof: Let
D' = { r I r E D or r incompatible with p }.
D* is dense. To see this let x E P. If x is incompatible with p, then x E D*.
If not, 3 y < x,p. As y <p and D is dense below p, 3z <yz ED.
D* is r.e. V co-re in parameters from H. So D* n H is predense below q.
Let w < p A q. Then there is y E D n H such that w 11 y as w < q,
D* n H is predense below q. pIIy because w < p, so y E D.
By the above lemma, D n H is preclense below r A q. Let
E= {sE Df lsllq}.
then E is predense below A q.
Let
E = { s e E I s IFL uO high },
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and
EL = { sinE I s IF' 0to low }.
EH U EL is predense below r A q. For each s E EH, make (s, uo) a daughter of
(r, u) where
1. s, uoE Ho
2. s IF* uo high.
3. sllq.
4. s r.
5. s IF uo an immediate subcomputation of u.
In the case of s E EL, the situation is harder. We will throw in a lot of
daughter nodes. (So many that the set of first coordinates is predense below
q A s.)
Claim 31: Under the above assumptions, the set of first coordinates of daugh-
ters from EL and EH is predense below q A r.
Proof: Let x < q A r. E is predense below q A r, so 3 y E E sly. If y E EH
then y is the first coordinate of a daughter node. If y E EL, let z < x, y.
z x < q so z < y, q so z < y A q. The set of first coordinates of daughters
added when we considered y is predense below y A q so there exists a daughter
(s, r such that z I s, so x IIs.
Given this fact, we need to find a set of daughter nodes whose first coor-
dinates are predense below s A q, for each s E EL. We know the following
facts.
. sEH,uo E Ho.
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2. s Ii- Uo low.
3. s IF luol = where <E s, uo and E Ho.
Let A' = T(s, uo, 7) be the set of terms for potential members of uo. Let
F be the dense set of conditions rl where rl < s and either
1. 3 x E M(rl IF x E uo and rl IF' {n}(x) high) or
2. Vx E M Vwu rl (w IF E uo = 3 < w z IF {n}(x) low).
Lemma 8: F is r.e. V co-re in parameters from H.
Proof: Let 7r(rl) be an abbreviation for equation (2) above. We claim that
7r(ri) is re. By a reflection argument exactly as in Claim 1,
3 z < w IF {n}(x) low > 3 z <E w,x,P.
So by Gandy selection we can find an eo such that
1. z < w z F {n}(x)low {eo}(W, x) 1.
2. 3 z < w a I1 {n }(.x)llo -' {eo} (w, x) = z for some such z.
Now define el such t Iia {l } (rl) first computes
Z = { (,..) )E P x I w IF x E uo,w < r },
and then computes
U {eo}(w2U,).
(',x)EZ
It is clear that
I el ( Y-1 ) I 7r(r, ).
Let the formula a(r1 ) abbreviate equation (1) above. We claim that a(rl) is
co-re in parameters from H.
-a(rl) =' V x E M (-rl I- x E uo0 or 3 w < rl u II- {n}(x) low).
The argument is essentially the same as in the previous case.
F is dense and re V co-re in parameters from H and hence F n H is predense
below sn q.
Claim 32: If rl E Fn H, r 1 q, then rl gets into F by way of clause 1 of the
definition of F.
Proof: Let rl 6 F n H, and a(rl). By argument that a(rl) is co-re, we can
find 7/ <E v, P where / E H such that
Vx E M Vw < q (w IF x E uo == 3z < w z -F* {n}(x) < i).
But now we claim rl I' t low. (This is a contradiction as q -F* u high) Well,
rl s and s II- lu0o = 7. By a density argument rl forces all subcomputations
of the form {n}(b), b E tu0 to converge in less than steps. Then
r I Itl < sup(y, 7)
where 7, /7 E H.
From this claim, we are done by making (ri, {n}(x)) a daughter of (r, u)
where x is a witness to Clause 1, for each rl E FnfH s.t. r1q.
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3.5 Is Local Properness Necessary?
Sacks showed (see [8]) that if E(p) is an inadmissible model of < p-selection
and P E E(p) satisfies the p-chain condition, then forcing with ? preserves
E-closure. The next logical question to address is that of whether, in general,
forcing notions that preserve E-closure must be locally proper.
In [10] Sacks has addressed this question. He formulates a weaker notion
of local properness for E(wl), in which it is only demanded that a "generic"
condition should handle those r.e.Vco-r.e. dense sets which are used in the proof
that E-closure is preserved. He then shows that this form of local properness
is actually a necessary and sufficient condition for the preservation of the E-
closure of E(w1 ).
Sacks' work can be generalized to the context of E(p), where E(p) believes
that the greatest cardinal is regular. This will be discussed in the author's
forthcoming paper [6].
3.6 Properness
Definition 18: P is a proper partial order if and only if there exists a club
C of co-re substructures, C <E L(tc) such that
V J E C, Vp E P n J 3q q < p q generic over J
Recall the definition of "p is J - generic" where J is a limit co-re substruc-
ture.
Definition 19: p is J-generic if and only iff for all dense sets D E V Ill
definable in parameters over J then D n I is predense below p.
Theorem 16: Let P be a proper partial order where P E L(K), and L(ic) is
E-closed and inadmissible. Let S be a recursive-on-L(t) set, of countable co-re
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substructures, stationary in the following sense:
S n C o 0 for every C where C is a recursive-on-L(K) club of countable
co-re substructures.
Then P preserves the stationarity of S in the sense described above.
Proof: Let D be a new club recursive on L(C, G). It is sufficient to show that
D n S 0.
For a contradiction, suppose that
0 IF D is a club and D f S = 0
We want to build a club of countable co-re substructures J with the property
(*) VaEJ n P VrEJ3s E J n P 3k E J (s < r, aCkandsllkED).
The point of (*) is that if q is generic for J which has (*) and J E S, then
q IF J E S n D. We shall see this later.
We first want to prove that there exists a recursive club of structures J
with (*) [so that there exists a J E S with (*). To prove closure, let Jo C
J1 C .. .J, ... where each J, has (*), then U J, has property (*).
To prove unboundeclness. we use
0 IF D is unbounded.
Given J an arbitrary countable object, we want to show that sets with property
(*) are unbounded by finding an expansion of J with (*). Given J = Jo, we
define J as follows: For each a E J, r E J nf P,
r IF 3 k E D a C k,
5S
as D is forced to be unbounded. So there exist s < r and k E D such that
s IF a C k.
We build J by adding in appropriate s, k for all a, r E Jo. Repeat the process
to get J2 , J3 ,... and J, = U, J,. Then J, has (*) and J C J,,. We have just
proved that countable sets with (*) form a recursive club; we then intersect
them with the recursive club of co-re substructures to see that there is a
recursive club of co-re substructures with (*). We have proved that we can
find a J E S with (*).
To complete the proof, we need to show the following:
If q is generic over J then q I J E D.
Define the dense set
Dk = { s 1 3 L E J k C L s I- L E D or s l- V L E J-(k C L and L E D) }
Now Dk is E1 V HI definable in parameters over J.
Elements of Dk. n J only get in via the positive clause of Dk. To see this,
let s E Dk n J. Now k E J and s E JnP, so for some r < s and some L D k
we have r, L E J and that s I L E D. This cannot be if s obeys the negative
clause.
We build a tree to show that
q IF* J E D.
The proof is exactly analogous to the Moschovakis Witness construction proof
showing that local properness implies the preservation of E-closure. Fix an
enumeration of J as (ao, al,.. .). Elements of the tree are pairs (p, k) where
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1. pE JP.
2. k J.
3. pl -k ED.
4. pllq.
5. If (p, k) is a node on level m, then the first entries of its daughter nodes
are all in Dku{am+l} n J and the set of these first entries is predense below
pA q.
6. If (p, k) is on level m, {(ao... a,m} C k.
How do we build the daughters of (p, k) on level m? Fix r < p,q. k U
{a+l) E J, so Dka,m+} n J is predense below r. Pick out elements com-
parable to q all obeying the positive definition of Dkuf{,+, together with the
witnesses that they are in Dk,{a,n+,, Just as in the "local properness implies
preservation of E-closure" proof, we can show that if q E G then G picks out
a branch of the tree which will write J as a union of a w-sequence of sets in
D. That is, q I- J E D.
A natural question at. this stage would be the question of whether locally
proper implies propel. '11) allswer is no. The motivation for the solution is
from Baumgartner.Harrlillgton. ad Kleinbergs' [1] forcing for killing a station-
ary subset of wl while preserving wl. Sacks and the author have constructed
in E(wi) forcing which peserves E-closure while destroying the stationarity of
some subset of w1: this forcing is an example of some forcing which is locally
proper, but not proper. See [10] for details of the construction. There now
arises two questions arising from an analogy of Shelah's work in ZFC. Shelah
showed that in the ZFC context, there is an iteration theory for proper forc-
ing and that properness is equivalent to preservation of all stationary sets of
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P,,(X). At the moment, the effective version is not so clear. However, we
have partial results worth mentioning. Below is a sketch of a proof with a gap
which shows that preservation of stationary sets is equivalent to proper. Given
this result, then the finite iteration theory for E-closed structures is complete.
Theorem 17: If P preserves stationary sets, then P is proper.
Proof: Suppose not. Let P preserve stationary sets, but be improper. Define
S = I I 3p E P n I V q < p q is not I - generic. 
By Fodor's lemma, there is a stationary set T C S and a fixed p E P such
that VI E Tp E I and Vq < p q is not I - generic.. We force a generic G with
p E G. T is stationary in L(it, G). We now define a set C, consisting of those
I p such that
Vr E I n G Va E I VD 1 V Ill in a and dense 3s < r s E D n I n G.
Note that we need a regularity assumption of w1 to know that C is club. Also,
it is unclear whether C is a recursive club. Assuming that this is the case then
we can find
IE Tn C
Choose q < p such that q E G and q Ii- I E C. The following claim gives a
contradiction.
Claim 33: q is I-generic.
Proof: Let D be E1 V 1I,(a) where a E I. Let r < q. Force a generic H with
rEH. ThenqEH. so I EH. NowpEInH, as I E CH, we can find s < p
such that s E D n I H. As s E H, -r 1 s. We have shown that D n I is
predense below q.
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3.7 Finite Step Iteration
This is a proof with one gap making a more direct attack on the problem of
two step iteration of proper forcing.
Theorem 18: Let P be a proper partial order such that P E L(tc), where
L(c) is E-closed and inadmissible. Let Q be a name for a proper partial
ordering in L(, G). Then P * Q is proper.
Proof: Let
0 IF D is a recursive-on-L(, G) club of countable co-re substructures,
and
0 I- Q is proper as witnessed by D.
We want to find a club E C C of structures such that
VJ E E V(p, 4) E P * Q n J 3(r, ) < (p, 4) (, ) is generic over J.
Let D = bG,and let
D = { H I H is a canonical substructure of L(tc) such that H[G] E D }
Claim 34: D is club.
Proof: The canonical co-re substructures of L(c, G) are club in the set of
all co-re substructures. If I is a canonical co-re substructure of L(nt, G), then
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I = H[G] for some H a canonical co-re substructure of L(nc).
As in Chapter s, we can find a club of J, recursive-on-L(K), such that if q
is generic over J then
q I-JE D.
That is,
q IF- J[G] E D.
Let E be the club of those J E C with the property just described, and suppose
that wehaveJEEand (p,4) E P*Qf J. Now, J E C andpE JnPso
there exists r < p with r generic over J.
By the construction of E, and the fact that 4 e J
r IF J[G] E D and 4 E J[G]
D names a club witnessing properness of Q, so
7-1- 3 < 4 is generic over J[G]
So there exists such that
r IF- < 4 and s is generic over J[G]
At this point, the gap in the proof occurs. It remains to show that (r, i) is
generic over J for P * Q. but this seems to be difficult and Sacks and the
author are skeptical that it is actually true.
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